The purpose of this paper is 40 investigate quasi-static dextrous manlpulatlon using Cfunctions and stability functions and motion mode functions.In particular we consider the planning problem where we start with an object in an initia! grasp configuration and attempt to find a joint trajectory to manipulate the object to a desired configuration. A central theme in this paper is the presumed lack of knowledge of the coefficient of friction.For a given j o i n t trajectory we show how to establish upper bounds for the coefficient of friction below which the motioy is qualitatively the same as in frictionless motion. We also show how to obtain upper bounds.on the control error from a nominal joint trajectory deviation of control inputs from the nominal value below which the motion is qualitatively the same. Contact forces and joint torques for proper manipulation are also c o m p u t e d .
Introduction
T h e field of robot motion planning encompasses a wide range of problems, all of which can be stated as two-point boundary value problems; given the initial and goal states of the system, determine the control inputs. that will effect the desired state change.When there is state uncertainty,then the solution must transform the sytem state from any point in the set of intial possible states into some point in the set of goal states. In this paper we restrict our attention to deterministic problems.The difficulty in solving these problems is correlated to the system's constraints. For example, repositioning and reorienting a manipulator's end effector in an uncluttered workspace is quite simple [I] . However, performing the same task amidst obstacles is quite difficult, since the manipulator's maneuver must satisfy geometric constraints t,o avoid collisions [a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 71. Problems involving contact are more difficult to solve than those without contact, owing to the fact that in addition to geometric constraints,
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Texas A&M University College Station ,Texas 77843 a model of contact behavior must be satisfied. The simplest contact models assume that two objects are in contact; one object fixed in space and the other is firmly attached to a manipulator's end effector [8, 91. In this situation, one must consider the possibility of jamming (also called friction lock), but the stability of the grasped object is taken for granted. The dextrous manipulation planning problem provides additional complications. The object is "grasped" through contacts with a number of independent manipulators or "fingers." The problem t o be solved can be stated as: given initial and goal grasps, determine the joint trajectories which, if executed, would accomplish the desired change of grasp. Since in dextrous manipulation plannin problems, contacts between the object plicitly be enforced a t all times. and the han f can break, stability conditions must exOur experience indicates that dextrous manipulation planning under the assumption of frictionless contacts is easier than when friction is considered [lo, 111 . This is due to the fact that the contacts of a manipulated frictionless object are always sliding regardless of the direction of motion of the joints of the hand. However, when friction is considered, interplay among the geometry, joint velocities, and the coefficients of friction can cause some contacts to roll and others to slide. Thus in the frictional case there are more planning parameters. Since planning methods amount to searching the space of relevant parameters, the search time is typically exponential in the number of parameters. Therefore planning in a frictionless world would be desirable if one could subsequently execute the plan in a frictional world. In this paper, we consider a restricted frictionless dextrous manipulation planning problem. Our objective is t o determine regions or cells in configuration space in which frictionless manipulation is stable and geometrically admissible. Then, determine the range of coefficient of friction, for which execution of the frictionless plan will result in the planned motion despite the presence of friction T h e frictionless manipulation planning problem was formulated by Trinkle in [12] in terms of Cspace variables utilizing the concept the concept of contact formations [17] . A Contact formation is a qualitative description of the grasp that denotes the contacts between the fundamental elements of objects :vertices,edges,and surface patches.For the planar example shown in figure (1)vertex "1" is in contact with finger "1" vertex "3" is in contact with finger "2" and vertex "5" is in contact with the palm. We define contact formation "1" ,denoted by CF1,as the contact formation of figure "1". In C-Space,each each contact formation defines a CF-cell.Since the initial and goal cells are not necessarily in the same CF-cel1,we have two planning problems ;an inter-cell planning problem and an intra-cell planning problem. T h e intra-cell planning can be stated as : given intial and final configurations of an object within the same CF-cel1,determine the joint trajectories which if executed would accomplish the desired change of grasp. The inter-cell planning problem can be stated as :given any two configurations in two connected CF-cells CF, and C F determine a sequence of joint trajectories that woufd cause the system configuration point to cross the boundary from CFi to CFj. In this paper we only consider the intra-cell planning problem.
Here we present the geometric and stability constraints in terms of C-space variables for the C F of figure (1). figure 1 ,the geometric constraints in case of type (B) contact (vertex"a" of object is in contact with edge "B" of the obstacle )are given by [13] For the twefingered hand of figure (1) manipulating a polygonal clonvex object ,inequalities (1),(2) imply that the object can be either in contact with the obstacle or breaking away from it. A negative value for the left-hand side would imply that the object is penetrating the hand which contradicts with the rigid body assumption. Inequality( 1) must be satisfied at all contacts.For the three contact points configuration of figure( 1) this gives ab set of three equality constraints and 6 inequality constraints. Let Fij be the constraint j at finger i where in general F;j=F(q(l),q(2),q(3),81,82) where i=1,2,3 corresponds to finger l,palm,finger 2 respectively j= I corresponds to equality constraint and j=2,3 corresponds to inequality constraint. This gives the following set of constraints Due to the finite length of the fingers and the palm we also require that the contact point between finger "B" and vertex "EL" remains physically on the edge and does not lie only on the supporting line of the finger or the palm.
where @, a is the distance between contact point of vertex "a" and a reference point "b" on the finger measured along finger B, Dmazb is the maximum allowable distance from ref point "b". For the hand of figure "1" we shall assume that the fingers are very long and hence constraint (6) does not apply. However, we shall enforce constraint (6) for the contact with the palm.
The geometric constraints as given above are necessary but not sufficient conditions for a stable grasp.
To have a stable,feasible grasp we must ensure that not only is the grasp geometrically feasible but that the forces acting on the object can balance any externally applied wrench.
Trinkle in [112] has shown that in order to have a stable grasp the normal contact forces dotted with their contact normals (pointing inwards with respect to the object ) must be greater than zero. This implies that while the object can be stability grasped using compressive contact load it can not be stability grasped using tensile contact force.
For the case of three contact points the normal contact forces are given by Trinkle in [12] Dba 6 Drnazb
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where Va-l, V, and Va+l are the position vectors of vertices "a-1" ,"a"and "a+l" of the object respectively. V , , is the normal vector to edge "B" of the obstacle and q(l),q(2),q(3) are coordinates used to describe the position and orientation of the object with respect to where W, is the normal wrench matrix and geIi is an externally applied wrench. The wrench matrix should be nonsingular in order to keep the magnitude of the contact forces finite. a fixed coordinate frame. 
Identification of feasible grasps
The set of geometric constraints (3),(4),(5),(6) and the force constraints (7),(8) must be simultaneously satisfied in order to have a geometrically valid , stable grasp. The parametrization of the position of the obJect using q1 , q2 for the position of the center of gravity of object and q3 for the orientation of the object gives an object configuration space isomorphic to
S' is the unit circle. The configuration space of the two fingers is given by S2 (the unit sphere).
The overall configuration of the system is given by a five-dimensional manifold isomorphic to The geometric constraints (3),(4),(5),(6) and the stability constraints (7) , (8) where applied to the hand of figure (1) in CF-1. Figure (2) shows the values of the fingers joint angles for which its possible to maintain geometrically valid and stable grasps. The contour lines in figure ( 2 ) correspond to different constraints being enforced. A contour line with value "1" indicates that the grasp is geometrically not feasible, a value of "2"indicates a singular wrench matrix, a value of "3" indicates that one or more elements of the wrench intensity vector are negative and a value of "4" indicates a stable,valid grasp. The intra-cell planning problem from an initial configuration "I" to a goal configuration "G" is reduced to finding a path connecting the two end points and is entirely contained in the region p of valid configurat ions. Figure( 3) shows the valid configuration region p drawn with a higher resolution. T h e re ion p in figure   3 is not simply connected ,indicating t . i a t within the region itself some configurations are not valid. In figure 6 ) two possible paths from an initial configuration to a final configuration are shown. Any valid path within the region p should not cross any of the "holes" in that region.
EFFECT OF FRICTION
A mode of motion is a qualitative description of the motion of the object relative to the band at the points of contact. At each contact point the object can slide,roll,or break away from the hand.The case of three slidin contacts is an example of a ing,breaking,rolling)for the case of contacts with friction depends on the value of coefficient of friction a t the contact point [16] . For the general case of N contacts , we might expect that all the coefficients of friction are different in which case we define the friction space referred t o as the p-space t o be the N dimensional Euclidean space of coefficients of friction at the N contacts. A particular mode of motion does not exist a t only one point in the p -space but rather it defines a region in that space. Zeng describes the decomposition of the p-space into r such regions where the motion is qualitatively the same. She also derives the necessary conditions for the 3s motion ( three sliding contacts) as well as the Rs (one rolling contact and one sliding contact).For the planner manipulation case there are only 3 independent velocity variables and only the 3s or the RS modes of motion will satisfy the equations of motion, except in special cases. Region in p-space for RS motion The coefficient of friction cannot usually be determined with great accuracy. Therefore we consider the caSe where the coefficient of friction is essentially unknown. However,we only consider the caSe o f p l = p2 = p 3 (PI, pz, p 3 are the coefficients of friction at contact points 1,2,3 respectively).While this assumption is not valid in genera1,for the case of same materials and loading conditions which do not vary considerably this assumption is justified.
For the case of contacts with friction equation (7) (15), (16), (17) for the general case where the coefficients of friction are different. However, for the case of equal coefficients of friction since we know that p = 0 satisfies the system of equations (15), (16)1(17) it is sufficient to determine the first change of sign for the system (15), (16) , (17) .This is equivalent to finding the first positive real root for any of the equations of system (15), (16), (17 We define pmaz to be the the smallest value of all such roots for a given configuration.
If the coefficient of friction is greater than pmar,then the motion of object will no longer be in the 3s region , but will change to a different mode of motion (eg ,RS motion). A suitable measure of the coefficient of friction along the path eg(maximum allowable p,,,,average p m a r ) can be used as an input to an optimization procedure to select the optimum path from the set of all valid paths connecting 
4C Joint Velocity Sensitivity
In section 3 we established the dependence of the 3s type of motion on the coefficient of friction. The type of motion depends not only on the coefficient of friction ,but also on the joint velocities and the grasp geometry. The mot,ion of the non-breaking contacts can be divided into three types. The first type of m e tion corresponds to sliding along the tangent to the hand at point of contact.The second type of motion corresponds to sliding opposite the tangential direction at the point of contact.The third type of motion corresponds to a rollmg contact. Figure (5) shows the coordinate frame at the point of contact.
In particular three possible types of motion are possible corresponding to <, > 0 3 sliding rnotion in tangential direction (, < 0 sliding motion opposite tangential direction (% = 0 3 rolling motion. We define B to be the diagonal matrix with1 elements < 1 1 & , < 3 . The relative velocity between the object and the hand a t each of the three points of contacts is given by [16] [ [ where J t is the tangential Jacobian matrix ,J, is the normal Jacobian matrix and Wt is the tangential wrench matrix For the case of the two-fingered hand with revolute joints the tangential component of the Jacobian matrix is identically zero.
For any choice of 81 , ! 2 the motion of the object can be qualitatively described by [ (1,(2,(3] .
The motion corresponding to our choice of 6 1 , &is not restricted to a single value of angular velocities but is satisfied over a region in the 8 space. In particular we seek values for 6 1 , which give the same (l,<z,G as a nominal value for angular velocity e, , , with components B n o m l , Bnorn2 thus giving the same type of motion. T h e paper gives a framework for planning dextrous manipulation using Gfunctions and stability constraints. We formulate the motion planning problem as a point navigation problem from an initial configuration to a final configuration in C -space. The identification of the region of feasible,stable grasps allows us t o select a trajectory that satisfies certain constraints eg(coefficient of friction constraints , joint torques ....). The ability to give an upper bound on the variation of coefficient of friction has two major advantages.First, it allows us t o plan the manipulation in the friction-less domain. The second major advantage of determining aprion' the upper bound on the coefficient of friction is to be able to select the materials for both the hand and the object such that the coefficient of friction is always below a certain critical value. We also establish upper bounds on the variation of the angular velocities from a nominal value without changing the quality of motion.The joint torques and the reaction forces for a sample contact formation where calculated. Future plans include the parametrization of the configuration manifold using algebraic functions and applying Collins decomposition [15) to determine the region of feasible confi urations.We also plan to use Collins decomposition 65]to decompose the p-space into regions having the same type of motion. The point navigation problem will be formulated as an optimal navigation problem and an optimal solution shall be given. 31 0.57 0.82 1.08 1.34 1.60 1 . 8 s 2.11 2.37 2.63 2.88 3.14   3 . 1 4 -1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , . 3.14 FiRure 3:Intra Cell Planning
